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Abstract
In the context of ISO Sub-Committee TC37 SC4 for the normalization of linguistic resources, we are promoting a framework for handling
morphosyntactic annotations. This paper sketches the main ideas of this proposal.

Introduction
Morpho-Syntactic Annotations provide an important

layer of linguistic information to a document. Large
amount of corpora have been and are still manually anno-
tated, while more and more annotations are now automat-
ically produced by linguistic tools. Many NLP tasks (such
as terminology extraction, information extraction, parsing,
. . . ) rely on these morpho-syntactic annotations.

While prior efforts have already been devoted to stan-
dardize morpho-syntactic annotations, no full consensus
has yet been reached, partly because of the difficulty to
agree on a tagset organizing morpho-syntactic contents for
all human languages. Our ambition is more modest, in the
sense that we are not trying to propose a single tagset (or
even a family of tagsets) but rather a generic way to an-
chor, structure and organize annotations (with similarities
with (Bird and Liberman, 2001)), completed by mecha-
nisms to specify comparable tagsets and annotation con-
tents.

Our proposal MAF (Morpho-Syntactic Annotation
Framework) takes place in the effort done by ISO
sub-committee TC37 SC4 (http://www.tc37sc4.
org/) for the normalization of linguistic resources and
relies on other complementary proposals initiated by that
committee and on guiding principles (Ide et al., 2003). Of
course, we also wish to integrate ideas from previous pro-
posals on morpho-syntactic annotations (and more gener-
ally on annotations) and are looking forward for a large
consensus.

1. A generic model
As many recent standardization proposals, we favor

the use of XML representations, because they ensure both
human readability and easier machine processing. Still,
these XML representations should rely on some consis-
tent XML-independent model.

Figure 1 presents a simplified view of the proposed
model for morpho-syntactic annotations. An annotated
document is formed by a raw document and a set of an-
notations. The annotations are carried by word forms cov-
ering zero, one or more tokens of the documents.

To handle ambiguities, word forms and tokens may be
organized as flows. These flows are materialized by lat-
tices, that may also be seen either as a restricted kind of fi-
nite state automata or as an extension of Directed Acyclic
Graphs (DAGs).
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Figure 1: Simplified view of MAF model

A word form may reference a lexicon entry with, pos-
sibly, the use of more than one lexicon.1

The morpho-syntactic content attached to a word form
is expressed by feature structures following the guide-
lines of one or more tagsets. The terminology or set
of categories (types, features, and feature values) used
in tagsets are described w.r.t. registered data categories
whose meaning has been clearly stated. Feature structures
and registered data categories provide a promising direc-
tion to build tagsets that may be automatically compared,
even if only approximatively.

The different components of the model may interact in
more or less complex ways. A guiding principle of our
proposals is to provide a gentle learning curve, with the
key idea that simple things should be simply represented.
Therefore, we try to provide simplified alternate represen-
tations, relying on XML technology (for instance, XML
schema and XSL transformation) to move from one level
of representation to another one.

The current paper provides more information on the
various components and variants of the model.

2. Tokens
We assume that a document presents a linear dimen-

sion and that it may be broken into tokens that identify
non-empty continuous parts of the document. These to-

1In particular, the use of document specific “lexica” was sug-
gested, for collecting and organizing the named entities found in
documents.



kens generally result from applying a tokenizer on a doc-
ument. They are used to anchor linguistic units but need
not be defined in a linguistic way. Actually, they may be
defined by typographic rules (space separated sequences
of characters for instance), by characters (for Asian lan-
guages), by phonemes (for oral documents), . . . . Lexicon
information may even be used to identify tokens.

The material covered by a token can be either embed-
ded inside tokens or identified by a pair of document posi-
tions. These positions depend on the kind of document be-
ing annotated. A non-exhaustive list of document position
schema may include simple byte offsets, Unicode charac-
ter offsets, time durations for speech, frames for video,
etc. It should be noted that the embedded notation is only
to be used for very simple documents and that the standoff
notation is definitely a more robust option when dealing
with more complex kinds of documents whose own struc-
ture may interact with the annotations.

A token may be completed by additional information
(represented using XML attributes), for instance for tran-
scriptions, transliteration, orthographic standardization,
spelling correction, . . . .

A yet to be fully formalized notion of glue has been
suggested for specifying how two contiguous tokens are
separated (a space, nothing, a dash, an apostrophe, . . . ).
We favor an interpretation of glues as a property of to-
kens (and represented by an XML attribute, Figure 2) but
they could possibly be seen as a special kind of (possibly
empty) tokens.

< token v a l u e=" a u j o u r d " i d =" t 0 ">
a u j o u r d

< / token >
< token v a l u e=" h u i " i d =" t 1 " g l u e =" ’ ">

h u i
< / token >

Figure 2: Glue

3. Word Forms
A word form is a linguistic unit identified by its

morpho-syntactic properties. Generally, this linguistic
unit refers to some lexicon entry (materialized by the
XML attribute entry). However, it should be noted that
this reference is not mandatory, in particular for unknown
words, neologisms or named entities.

Word forms are anchored by tokens but there is no one-
to-one correspondence between tokens and word forms.
A word form may cover several tokens (which may even
be non contiguous) and, conversely, several word forms
may be anchored by a same token. Furthermore, it may be
noted that a same sequence of word forms may be differ-
ently anchored by tokens, depending on the granularity of
the tokenization process. For instance, in French, the mor-
phological agglutination of auquel («to whom») may have
two distinct but equivalent representations, illustrated by
Figure 3: a coarse tokenization where auquel is not de-
composed but covered by a single token, with two word

forms covering this segment or a fine-grained tokenization
identifying two agglutinated parts materialized by two to-
kens, each of them anchoring a word form.

< token i d =" t 0 "> a u q u e l < / token >
<wordForm e n t r y =" à " t o k e n s =" t 0 " / >
<wordForm e n t r y =" l e q u e l " t o k e n s =" t 0 " / >

< token v a l u e=" à " i d =" t 0 "> a u q u e l < / token
>

< token v a l u e=" l e q u e l " i d =" t 1 " / >
<wordForm e n t r y =" à " t o k e n s =" t 0 " / >
<wordForm e n t r y =" l e q u e l " t o k e n s =" t 1 " / >

Figure 3: coarse vs fine-grained tokenizations

Tokens may be either embedded inside word forms or,
better, referred to by a sequence of token identifiers (stand-
off notation with XML attribute tokens). A word form
like “prime minister” has an internal structure which may
be materialized by embedding word forms for “prime" and
“minister” (Figure 4). More generally, such internal struc-
turing may be used to represent derivational morphology.

<wordForm e n t r y =" pr ime m i n i s t e r "
t o k e n s =" t 1 t 2 ">

<wordForm e n t r y =" pr ime "> . . .
< / wordForm>
<wordForm e n t r y =" m i n i s t e r "> . . .
< / wordForm>
. . .

< / wordForm>

Figure 4: Compound words

4. Morphosyntactic contents and tagsets

<wordForm e n t r y =" manger " t o k e n s =" 0 ">
< f s >

< f name=" mode">
<symbol v a l u e=" i m p e r a t i v e " / >

< / f >
< f name=" number ">

<symbol v a l u e=" s i n g u l a r " / >
< / f >
. . .

< / f s >
< / wordForm>

<wordForm e n t r y =" l e x : m a n g e r " t o k e n s ="
0 " t a g ="mode@imp num@sing . . . " / >

Figure 5: Word Form with morphological contents

Morphological information (including part of speech)
is embedded within word forms and expressed by feature



structures, which are, roughly speaking, sets of feature-
value pairs, where values may be atomic or (recursively)
feature structures. The representation of these feature
structures relies the joint TEI-ISO proposal for “Feature
Structure Representation” (FSR) (Lee et al., 2004) that
covers many useful extensions such as alternations of val-
ues and lists or sets of values.

Another (standard) extension provided by FSR is the
possibility to assign a type to feature structures. In partic-
ular, the part-of-speech may be seen as the value of a fea-
ture (say pos) but is more generally perceived as a type,
because it selects a set of pertinent features (a verb or a
noun do not select the same sets of features). The possi-
bility to associate conditions to types is discussed below
but is not covered by FSR.

Feature structures provide a very powerful and generic
way to express partial information about the properties
of a word form. They can easily be understood by hu-
mans and processed by programs. However, feature struc-
tures tend to be rather verbose while current practices fa-
vor compact notations through tags (e.g. MULTEXT tags
(Ide et al., 1996)). Fortunately, FSR provides the possibil-
ity to build libraries (vLib) of uniquely identified values
(atomic or not) and libraries (fvLib) of uniquely identi-
fied feature-value pairs. Compact notations based on these
identifiers may be used in a way very similar to usual tags,
with the advantage that these identifiers can be easily ex-
panded in order to compare their content.

The use of feature structure is a first step toward a
more uniform representation and processing of morpho-
syntactic content but does not ensure that everybody is us-
ing the same set of features or values in a consistent way,
or in other words, with identical meaning.

By mapping types, features, and atomic values to data
categories defined and registered in a global repository
as encouraged by the proposal on “Data Category Reg-
istries” (DCR), a greater compatibility with all people
agreeing on the same data categories may be achieved. A
registered data category C (say mode) provides a textual
definition for some linguistic concept (verbal mode) and
possibly mention a conceptual domain as a list of other
data categories (indicative, subjunctive, . . . ) that may be
used as values for C. The name of the data category, its
definition and its conceptual domain can be further refined
on a language basis. We consider the mapping to reg-
istered data categories to be a very important step, but,
still, it will not be mandatory to provide such a mapping
and ways are being investigated to state simple partial
mappings (for instance to declare a part-of-speech value
advneg as a subkind of registered value adv).

Another possibility to improve understanding and en-
sure automatic processing is to specify the set of valid fea-
ture structures. A first solution is to use feature structure
libraries to list, in an extensional way, all possible val-
ues and feature-values combinations. However, a more
elegant solution should be offered by a future companion
proposal for FSR, namely “Feature System Declaration”
(FSD). While not yet available, FSD should (at least) pro-
vide ways to specify the allowed set of features attached
to a type and the set of possible values for a given feature

in the context of a given type, following Carpenter’s type
hierarchies (Carpenter, 1992).

A tagset would therefore be composed by (a) a se-
lection of data categories, (b) a feature structure decla-
ration identifying valid morpho-syntactic content, and (c)
feature structure libraries naming most common morpho-
syntactic contents. A tagset may be specific to a document
but, of course, we hope that a few largely used tagsets will
progressively emerge. Preliminary investigations seem
to prove there is no major difficulties expressing current
tagsets such as those covered by MULTEXT.

<vLib name=" mode">
<symbol v a l u e=" i m p e r a t i v e " i d =" imp " / >

. . .
< / vLib >
< fvLib name=" fv_mode">

< f fVa l =" imp " name="mode" i d ="
mode@imp" / >

< f fVa l =" i n d | s u b j " name="mode" i d ="
mode@ind | sub ">

< vAl t >
<symbol v a l u e=" i n d i c a t i v e " / >
<symbol v a l u e=" s u b j o n c t i v e " / >

< / vAl t >
< / f >
. . .

< / fvLib >

Figure 6: tagset fragment

5. Handling Ambiguities
For most of manually annotated documents, annota-

tion can be simply represented by listing, in linear or-
der, tokens and word forms. However, ambiguities may
arise, in particular in the context of automatic processing.
We propose a very generic solution to capture ambigui-
ties through a lattice or DAG of possibilities. Still, before
presenting this solution, we also propose simpler solutions
for simpler cases of ambiguity. Figure 7 shows an exam-
ple of word form lattice for “mange des pommes afin de
grandir” (eat apples to grow) illustrating different kinds
of ambiguity.

5.1. Morphological ambiguities

Many morphological ambiguities can be directly han-
dled by using alternation (vALt) inside feature struc-
tures. Compact tag notations still work by listing
in libraries the most common cases of such ambigui-
ties (cf. Figure 6, mode@ind!subj). Note that mu-
tually dependent alternations cannot be elegantly rep-
resented by FSR (for instance, in French, an am-
biguity for many verbs between 2,imperative or
1|3,indicative|subjunctive).

5.2. Lexical amnbiguities

Ambiguities between different lexical entries (or com-
plex morphological ambiguities) may be handled by alter-
nations on word forms (using XML element alt).
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Figure 7: Ambiguities represented by a lattice

5.3. Structural ambiguities

The remaining ambiguities are structural ones corre-
sponding to distinct coverage of the tokens by word forms,
or, more exceptionally, as distinct coverage of the input
document by tokens (for instance, in the case of automatic
segmentation of speech documents). Both kinds of struc-
tural ambiguities can be modelized by lattices, that may
be seen as a slight extension of DAGs (requiring to have a
single entry node and a single “exit” node) or as a slight
restrictions of Finite State Automata (no looping paths).2

For sake of simplicity, we do not plan to provide ways to
explicitly specify interactions between the token and word
form lattices3, but rather plan to rely on the following im-
plicit coherence constraint:

the tokens covered by word forms along a
path of the word form lattice belong to some
path in the token lattice.

It is yet to be examined if this constraint can be easily
checked using standard XML technology.

Structural ambiguities could have been alternatively
described by “regular” expressions overs word forms or
tokens, using an operator for alternations and an opera-
tor for sequence. However, we believe lattices to be more
readable for complex cases and more immediately pro-
cessable. It is also easier to extend lattices to handle prob-
abilities or metadata, for instance by adding attributes on
edges.

6. Metadata
Metadata are needed, for instance, for specifying the

author (or tool) of a set of annotations, the date, the confi-
dence, . . . . However, we do not plan to provide a specific
mechanism to handle metadata but rather to rely on other
proposals.

7. Conclusion
A demonstrator for most of the features presented in

this paper can be tried for French at http://atoll.

2The current XML representation is based of FSA terminol-
ogy, with elements transitions, state, and fsm. How-
ever, this choice may be revised.

3this interaction could however be represented by moving to
simplified chart structures, where an edge can state from which
edges it is derived.

inria.fr/mafdemo (and was used to produce Fig-
ure 7). In coordination with other experts involved in
the development of this proposal, we hope to see the fast
emergence of other demonstrators for other languages and
associated to various tagsets.

The MAF proposal has passed the first level of ISO
evaluation process. We believe a large consensus should
be reached before going further and hope this document
will help.
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